
The Burglar's Tool Box 

by The stainless Steal Rat 

In this series of articles I will providé = 
all sorts of information on making and using 
various tools for opening locks,windows,doors 
and just about anything your little heart desires. 
Now I'm not trying to imply that any TAF reader 
is a burglar or that I am for that matter. 

Several articles have appeared in past issues 
of TAF on making your own set of lock=picks, 
and I will assume you read these. 

First I have a word about buying lock-picks. 
Anyone with a set of files and/or a Uremel moto- 
tool can make a set equal or supperior to what 
is on the market today. iiost places also charge 
totaly outrageous prices, such :s $17 for five 
picks and two tension wrenches, If you can't 
buy .922" spring steel (or is that steal?) you 
can go to an automotive store and pick up two 
sets of automotive gap gauges (.0015" to -038" 
per set). These will provide you with enough 
steel to make a nice set of picks and all kinds 
of other goodies such as shims and feelers, 

When you make tension wrenches it is a good 
idea to make two of each type (light, medium, 
and heavy) one set being a little wider than the 
other. Since not all keyways are the same width 
a thin tension wrench will slip and a thick one 
will bind the pick in the key way. 

After you have bent the wrench you must heat 
treat it. In order to do this heat the wrench 
until it is bright orange and then throw it into 
a can of water, Then polish it with emmry cloth 
until it is nice and shiny. Then using an alcohol 
lamp heat the wrench until it starts to turn 
a light blue color. As soon as this color starts 
to show move the pick toward the untreated part. 
Nhen you are finnished the wrench should have 
a nice even color to it. If the color turns 
black or dissapeares you have over-heated the 
wrench and must start over, since the wrench 
will be too soft and bend. 

When making picks be sure to make all the 
curves smooth and even. If the curveis too 
large the pick will get stuck between pins when 
raking. 

Cnce sou start to pick higher quality locks 
such as 6,7 or 8 pins and mushroom drivers such 
as Itedco, it becomes nearly impossible to pick 
each pin individually. Your best bet is to move 
the pick rapidly up and down and Slowly in and 
out. Also many times the shape of the pick 
you are using will not be able to push the last 
1 or 2 pins down because of the level of the 
cins that are already picked. Thus if you see 
that most of the pins are picked and you are not 
astting anywhere, try switching picks without 
releasing the tension. 

Another device that is very helpful is the 
“tug spinner. Many times a lock picks easily 
in one direction. Usually the wrong direction 
i might add. Thus one picks the lock and then 
uses the plug srinner to throw the plug back 
in the reverse direction with enough speed so 
that the pins don't fall back into place. To 
make one you need a stiff 2" spring that has 
ay" to }" diameter. ‘Take one end and pull it 
out so that it sticks straight out. 
Now double the end over itself so that ( 
it will catch in the keyway. As a = 
handle take a 24" nail and epoxy it 
to the other end between the coils. 
You may want to flatten the end of 

tha nail so that you can use it to 
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turn the cores on old or rusted locks. ¢. 
To use the spinner, pick a Lock and © 
turn the core as far as it will go. © 
Insert a small screw driver into the —""™ 
top of the key wa. and put the end of the plug 
Spinner into the center. Now use the screw driver 
to keep the core from turning while you wind up 
the spinner. After about 2 or 2? turns on the 
spinner jerk the screw driver out of the key way 
and hopefully the plug will spin fast @nough 
so that it will go past the center and to the 
other side. Fractice is the key. 

Skeleton picks are a little like master keys 
or more correctly skeleton keys in the fact that 
they will open every lock of the type they are 
made for. The most common type of lock that 
is openable by this method is the Master padlock. 
The keys come in several di ferent sizes and 
two different shapes, The lock is made up of a bunch of plates that are staked on each other 
and then riveted together. There are two different 
types of plates that make up the lock; warded 
and open. 
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F.9.0 A warded plate has a slit « 

in it (see fig. C-A), while 
a open plate has a hole in it (see fig C-B). 
Thus be mixing the plates a key combination is 
made up. For every warded plate there is a cut 
in the key. By the way fig.A is a cross section 
of the two different types of keys. The only 
difference between them is the direction of the 
curve. 

At the bottom of the lock there are two springs 
that hold the shakle closed (see fig.D). The 
spring arms are held in the slots of the shakle 
and thus ry it from moving up. When the key 
is inserted it stops right at the bottom of the 
lock(the last plate) so that the last two parts of the key are parallel to the springs. Thus as the key is turned the Springs are pushed away from each other and the shakle is set free. 

Meanwhile back at the wards... We can see that 
an uncut part of the key will get stuck in the 
ward, However a cut part is free to turn wether 
the plate is warded or open. Thus we cut the 
whole key exept the very tip where the key contacts 
the spring. The finnished product looks like 
fig. D with the striped parts removed. Now we 
can open all the locks regardless of their plate 
combination. Well, thats all for this month 
friends. So stay cool and keep on pickin'! 

  

The kest tax dodge of all 
“Wt they want to collect taxes they (the 

(RS) have to send out bills,” argues 
Murzin, *Filing out @ tax return is ike 

bling yourself for taxes you don’! have 

fo pay. Unt! they send the bil, you don't 
have to pay taxes.” 
What is wrong with fing @ tax retum 

and paying taxes? “R's an invasion of 

Howy Murzin doesn't fite an income tax 

feturn and doesn't pay any taxes. 
He Isn't worried about the IRS 

because he claims he knows the secrets 
Of beating the tax man. And 90 far, he . 
$8y3, government tax collectors haven? 
bothered him at all. 

Murzin ts a 24-year-old researcher for 
inwin Schiff, @ professional tax protester. 

Together they have written @ book “The retum violates your Fifth 
explaining how to beal the IRS. The Amendment rights. Taxes are too high. 
book Is called, “How Anyone Can Stop The government spends the money on- 
Paying Income Taxes" (Freedom Books, the wrong things. The JAS uses 
$10.95). Harassment end egal measures when 
The way to stop paying Income taxes, Cofiecting taxes. This whole country was 

‘faccording to the book, is to simply retuse 
to file an income tax retum. Wt taxes are 
withheld from your paycheck, dectare 

yourself “exempt” on your W-4 form, say 
the authors, so no taxes are withheld, 
“Lat the IRS prove you aren? exempt,” 

says Murzin, “h's your word against 
theirs." 

The key to this reasoning is the 

authors’ balief that filing an income tax 
return is @ voluntary scl. They have 

, €0-0 10 this conclusion, they say, by 

tc 4ing the Internal Revenue Code and 
| °- nanuals 

  with paying no income tax af a7 
"1 Qe paid in cash,” he says,    



  

Gibberish III 

by Fred Steinbeck 

AUTOVON 

Ah, yes, a favorite subject of mine, A few 

things to mention since I last spoke of it. First, 
it seems that the 4th column tone really is 1633 Hz 
(I should have known never to have doubted The 
Magician...) There are a number of reasons that I 
believe this. 

First, it seems that the DoD made a small 
mistake, and auctioned off a number of telephones 
in Washington, DC. It further seems that these 
Phones had grey keys, except for four extra red 
ones, labeled "FO, F, I, P™ going down from the 
top. When any two of these keys were pressed, 1633 
Hz was generated. I haven't seen these phones, and 
their sale is rumor. But what isn't? 

Second, I talked with a friend of mine, a one DC 
Central. DC knows a little about AUTOVON (more than 
People in previous columns of mine, anyway) and he 

says that the USAF 412L (the 4xxL, as he says, 
implying that there are more than 1 matrix) matrix 
is only used for on-base communications, and that 

between base communications use the 1633 Hz tone. 

However, it turns out my friend in a previous 
issue was correct: the new names for FOFIP are 
Flash, Immediate, Priority, and Routine. However, 

the definitions of the signals are, well, the word 
“wrong” springs to mind. They really are (from a 
DoD phone book, no less): 

Flash: "... reserved for alerts, warnings, or 
other emergency actions having immediate bearing on 
national, command or area security (e.g., Pres- 

idential use; announcement of alert; opening of 
hostilities; land, air or sea catastrophies, ...)" 

Immediate: "... reserved for ... commun- 
ications (1) having an immediate operational effect 
on tactical operations, (2) which directly concern 
safety or rescue operations, (3) which effect the 
intelligence community operational role..." 

Priority: "... reserved for calls which re- 
quire prompt completion for national defense and 
security, the successful conduct of war, or to 

safeguard life or property... Normally, Priority 

will be the highest precedence which may be asigned 
to administrative matters for which speed of 
handling is of paramount importance." 

Routine: “... reserved for all other official 
sommunications.” 

Let me stress one military phrase which is. 
throughout most military phone books: “Do not 
discuss classified information on the telephone.” 
The military is right for sure this time, and we 
phreaks would do well to listen to this proverb, as 
one never knows who else is listening to one's 
conversation. 

We need more info on AUTOVON, though. I know 
sohae people out there know more than I know about 
AUTOVON! So make my guesses disappear by re- 
Placing them with facts! 

1633 Hz Loop Arounds 

Unless I am mistaken, on CAMA, "billing" infor- 
mation about calls to directory assistance are 
recorded, along with calls to 800 numbers. Well, I 
suppose that if Bell really wanted to catch you us- 
ing 1633 Hz to screw with ACD's, and possibly make 
free calls in so doing, they could check for calls 
to DA which lasted for over three minutes. I have 
the feeling that this wouldn't be too hard, so keep 
those calls short! 

Blue Box Fraud Detection 

I had been wondering for a long time about how 
Bell knows when we make a blue box call. "2600 Hz 
detectors on trunks!" comes the unsolicited mass 
reply. But we all know that 2600 Hz detectors 
aren't cheap, and putting them on every trunk is 
costly and time consuming. So what do they know 
that we don't? 

Well, ME tones are sent at a certain Speed, even 
on operator trunks. Now, whenever you send your 
little tones at normal, error Prone numan sceed, 
the equipment (#5XB, #4E) thinks chat something is 
wrong (i.e., the MF pulses aren't being sent at the 
right- rate). So on a crossbar, it drops a trouble 
card, and on an ESS, a printer screeches yuietly to 
itself. But later when they look at these print- 
outs, and see it's not an egulpment error, well, 
“Hello, security? we have a toll fraud problem 
here..." Gf course, on these cards or Printouts, 
they'll have the number called, the calling number, 
and the time of day. 

TASI 

There has been some wonder lately on what TASI 
is, and what a "TAST locking frequency" does. well, 
TADI (Time Assignment Speech Intecpulation) is used 
on satellite trunks, and basically allows more than 
one person to use a trunk by putting them on while 
the other person is not talking. Of course, you'd 
never hear the other person talking on your trunk, 

When you Start to talk, however, the TASI 

controller has to Find an open trunk for you, 
Because of this, Some of your speech is lost 
because of the delay in finding ‘a trunk. This is 
called clipping. 

Well, if you were transmitting data over a 
trunk, clipping would really mess up the data. So, 
there is something called a TASI locking frequency 
which keeps TASI from putting anyone else on your 
trunk, or you on anyone else's trunk. For this to 
work, according to Notes On The Network (sec. 7, Be 
58), one must produce the "...emission of a special 
tone followed by continuous energy in at least one 
direction of transmission (no simultaneous gaps 
longer the 192 ms)." I believe this frequency is 
1850 Hz. In any case, it is also the same frequency 
as the "echo supress" frequency. Any experimenters 
out there? 

The Phone Phreak's Ten Commandments 

I. Box thou not over thine home telephone wires, 

for those who doest must surely bring the 
full wrath of the Chief Special Agent down 
upon thy heads. 

Il. Speakest thou not of important matters over 

thine home telephone wires, for to do so is 
to risk thine right of freedom. 

III. Use not thine own name when speaking to other 
Phreaks, for that every third Phreak is an 
FBI agent is well known. 

IV. Let not overly many people know that thy be a 
Phreak, as to do so is to use thine own self 
as a sacrificial lamb, 

V. ITE thou be in school, strive to get thine 

self good grades, for the Authorities well 
know that scholars never break the law. 

VI. [f thou workest, try to be a goodly employee, 

and impressest thine boss with thine en- 
thusiasm, for important employees are often 
saved by their own bosses. 

VII. Storest thou not thine stolen goodes in thine 
own home, for those who do are surely 
non-believers in the Bell System Security 
forces, and are not long for this world. 

VIII. Attractest thou not the attention of the 

Authorities, as the less noticable thou ort, 
the better. 

IX. Makest sure thine friends are instant in- 
nesiacs and will not remember that thou :.ive 
called illegally, for their co-operatiu. with 
the Authorities will surely lessen thin- ‘ime 
of Freedom on this Earth. 

xX. Supvwortest thou TAP, as it is thine «= .s- 
letter, and without it, thy works will :+ tare 
more limited.



  

How te Infiltrate T A P 

by Cheshire Catalyst 

Reports from 

Cengress is 
owee again 

“subversive” 

Washington DC state that 
about to pass legistation that will 

allow the FBI and CIA to infiltrate 

organizations. Now it isn’t that I 
think that TAP is subversive, but if these guys 

don’t at least think that we are, then TAP has an 
image problem to deal with. 

TAP has gone through a number of meeting 
places since we last reperted cur weekly 
whereabouts in these pages (I'm mot going to pour 

through the back issues to detail how long ago 

that was. It is left as an exercise for the 
deranged, and the nitpicker). We used to meet in 
Greenwich Village in New York City. The 
restaurants we met in got bought up, fixed up, and 
when they re-opened, we couldn't afford them any 

more. We wourd up in one of New York's eldest 
cafeteria’s, and ther it got sold for a new office 
building. It hasn't been built yet, which makes us 
wonder if maybe someone wanted to just make us 
move. Paranoid of us, but the reports of 
Pensytvania State Police photos were a litle much. 
But even our ego can't make us figure that someone 
spent a few million bucks to buy the place so a 
few lousy phone phreaks would move away to where 
they might not be found when it was time to 
survail. Anyway, we're now back home in The 
Village. 

So why are we telling you all this? Why are 
we giving it all up again? Why am I telling you 
this row? I’ve got May! By the time this gets past 

deadline, gets to the printer, and gets to 
somebody's mailbox, it'll be May. We meet these 
days at "Eddie's" at 14 Waverly Place between 
Broadway and Washington Square Park. We meet there 
on Friday's between 5:32 and 6:30PM Eastern Time. 
If you live in or near New York, come on down, and 
give us two bucks. You'll get to reach into the 
envelope and pick a month (there are a couple 
left). we have to move, or if the restaurant 
dies, gets sold, or remodels & Jacks up the 
prices, and it happens in your month, you win the 
pot. My month is May.. 

I'm really not as mercenary as that for a few 
measly bucks, but it seems to have been the best 
hex we could have put out to keep a place we like 
going. This way there's eleven other folks putting 

out vibes to keep the place open. In fact, we've 

been here so long, that we may have to change the 
rules such, that if it passes your month, you have 

to put another buck in, after the first year. 
So why come on down? What do we do there? 

Mostly we talk. We've gotten tired talking about 
the old blue boxes, and all the new comers want to 

talk about Sprint hacking and swapping MCI codes. 

We don't, but they do. 

If 
or 

Sorry, we're just not into 
that around here. These days we talk about 
computer hacking, the de-regulation of the Bul) 
System, public key encryption standards, and other 
topics of similar interest. Every once in a while, 
we degenerate, and talk about phones. Stop on down 
and visit our “ivory tower", & we'll see what's 
worth talking about. Hope to see you sometime. 

If you want 
to cut your phone bills, 

cut out this chart. 

Back Issues are $.75 each. Issue #50 is $1.50. 
Subscriptions - 10 issues pet year. 
US Bulk Envelope Rate $8. 

US First Class in plain sealed envelope $10. 
Canada & Mexico First Class $10. 
Foreign Air Mail $12. 
IMPORTANT! Please include your mailing label or a 
Xerox copy whenever you write to TAP about your 
subscription. 

Electronic Courses - $.75 each. A - DC Basics, 

  

  

    

B - AC Basics, C = Phone Basics, D - Amplifiers. 
TAP "10th Anniversary" Pen - $.50. 
TAP Fact Sheet Fi - 55° Credit card call hints. 
TAP Fact Sheet #2 - $.50. Free BELL phone calls. 
TAP Fact Sheet ¥3 - $.50. Free GTE phone calls. 
TAP Fact Sheet #4 - $.50. Dual Tone Oscillator, 

  

Displayed Red Box, & 2600 Whistle Perfector plans. 
Send CASH, check, or money order to : 

TAP, Room 603, 147 West 42nd Street, New York, 
N.Y. 10036. 

PUBLISHED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY SINCE 1971. 

ool Sonnecticut 

4t the tone, 

Or the subject of better living through 
beehna body see we'd oall like to have waterhecds, riaht? But they cost a loty riaht? So yon don’t 
have one, Welly vou came to the riaht Place for 
advices my friend. Here’s how ta tet away for 
under $100 and have the time of your life doina 
ity 

The uninitiated rerson would Frobablyu sayy 
"Ha! Lo oneed lumbery I’1l ao down to my local Limbor yard amd steal it!" No! No! That’s not, 
the way to de it! Get in your car (Cor aet 
yourself one trom a friends if you have ene) and 
drive  3rournd to somewhere where they harren to he 
building new houses, This is your lumber 
much easier ta rip off for what you need. You 
will also find manu of the tools vou need here 
sich 88 sawSs screwdrivers, and assorted other 
necasuities of living im the style to which vou 
will become accustomed. Get yourself about ten 
19-foot 2-byu-106s (those are the ane what measure 
i374 bu 9 inches) and anything else uhat looks 
like you may need its 

yards 

Take 
yourself 

SOUT 

down 
soodies home and 

to build the frame. 
aueen size frame you want the inner dimensions of 
the frame to be 60 inches by 64 inches, Cut a 
corner into the bottom of your 24105 that vou are 
doing to use for the frame so that wou have a cut 
halfway across, running alond the short side (374 
inch ind and 172 to 5/8 runnind up the lona side, 
This "rocket" will hold in your erluwood for the 
base. What? I didn’t mention that vou needed 
Pluvood fur the base? Take 3 sheets of 1/2 of 4/8 
inchs while you’re at it. 

now You det 

For a tupical 

Now take 
1-1/4 is 

Remembers 

Founds 
SCTews. 

borrows 
rights 

some dood size screws = about 190 by 
about riaht- and rut the frame together, 

this thing is goind to weigh about 1500 
when it’s set Ur, so don’t be chear on the 
Nails are not dood enough! Hedy steals 

stealy or steal the screws and do it 

If you want a pedestal on the bed» cut 4 
Pieces of 2410 about 4 inches shorter than the 
frame rieces and assemble them into a box. Insine 
this box vou criss-cross pieces of pluwood cut 9° 
tall so that you have supeort for your Plywood 
base, Cut your 2 rieces of rluwood remaining into 
two Fieces (agains for queen sizer 30°) half as 
wide as your bed and as long as your bed PLUS 
1-1/2" on each side (this allows for the rockets 
vou Cut inte the 2x105 on the frame). Now Put the 
Fluwood pieces or tor of the Pedestals and rut the 

tor of that so that the frame fits onto 
exactly. 

frame on 

the rockets 

and oa 

Don’t 

leaks! 

Now you go get yourself a mattress 

heaters a fill and drain kity and a hose. 
fordet a liner for the fucker in case it 
Fut the heater down on your plywood baser rut the 
liner om tor of that and mail it to the side of 
the frame with small strips of - ohr what the hell 

- Plywood, or half-round molding that you 
arpropriated on your expedition. Smooth out the 

wrinkles in the liner and eut im the mattress, 

Fill the thing ur to the Point where it’s exactly 
level with the tor of the 2x10s in the frame. Get 

yourself a mattress rad and some sheets and you’re 
fixed uF. 

This techniave also works well for those of 

who lack furniturre and are of a creative 
You can make ALL SORTS of stuff out of 
and it will most likely be better than the 

store. When furnishing a 

you 
bent. 

lumber 
shit you'd buy in a 
homer also don’t forget that the local university 

leaves all sorts of good stuff unlocked in their 
buildings 24 hours a day. 

Fagen die welt» 

Cartain Coon 

by Doctor iiagic Fingers 

Fueee fone calls can be made thru (203) 527 5062. 
enter 23456 + area code + number. The 

call then is completed.
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Classified | 
The TAP Classified Ad Page is published as a 

service to our readers. All ads MUST be typed and 
camera ready. Ads will appear in the next ad sheet 
unless they arrive after printing deadline in 
which case they will appear in the following ad 
sheet. The cost per ad per issue is $4. If you 
wish to preserve your anonymity, TAP Box numbers 
are available at the cost of $5 per ad per issue. 
This extra cost is for the postage to mail you the 
replies to your ad, Full page ads cost $12 and 
half-page ads cost $6, Payment must accompany all 
ads. Send cash and get a 10 $ discount on all ads. 
Address all ad requests to: TAP, Room 603, 147 
West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036. ~~ 

$1,250.00 
CONTEST 

€Gntinental Zpec tator 
IN CUR I7th SWIMIGING YEAR 

EVERYBODY SWINGS WITH “CORTINEMTAL SPECTATOR™ 

ra V2 Full-size poges looded with penonal aot 

aed =ild nude photn 
a1 Netionwice listings = mony with addreses & 

phone numbers 

++ Seay couples, pretty girl, guy & bi moles 
who wont te mert YOU 

+s PLUS winging srticles, stovies, reader. com= 
meoh, places te meet weingen ond MORE 

Fore copy of tha citest issue mailed Ist claw, send 
$6.00 to: CONTINENTAL SPECTATOR, Room 603, Dept, T, 147 went 42nd Street, New York, 
NY 10020, 

  

Flecne store roy! oge, 
    

  

  

RARE PERSIAN RUGS 
Kurdistans woven in western 
Iran - Royal Sarouks. Call 
(201) 826-0737 or write to: 

  

anesemmnnncnnanacscnieis THE “Soe 
TELEPHONES IN YOUR HOME? 

Don't know ot exiensians are being seg? 11460 then 

  

        
    

H.S.G. Ltd. yOu need TELELED This device simply mua in . 

your and Hashes a small ent LF 0) when 

tte: Imaruionary pun ontended pubucatun Caled AUTOMATIC TH ro Oe Say It Hann wry. toup FNAIN aF4: RYING‘IO"ClOw HE ABIBUATIAE g Box 243 arotner phone oiched vo THELEG tans ry mayest ne Danming ihisiy since INey TaUsed {hE ary tne vast Keasbey, N.J. 08832 Taek act I teoes ree ae ee aae tac ae Uvrreniion WE NEED MORE INFORMATION ol course (1 educaliona. Ou:D0866 One e N.J. at 
PRITES TO OBTAIN IT) Mog! tesitand are onginal metry of 

ans and sabniage cone aeconeungs wring hay any Ef 
PQ SPOUSIY Ane mentation mentoring wur ant y hes 

es and ATM gusines Contest enis * Set 
Vy conbdeoha Seed $1 tar compeg et eas 
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Wantermoas ses ml 

ant 4 
wcatyv) PASS THE WORD AROUND. LETS GET EVEN FOR § 

   

  

“9 Truly the finest has for a 
short time become attainable,     

    

NG YOU OUT OF A DECENT STANDARD OF LIVING! 

  We oui ade Stu $ os 
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| _TRS-80 SOFTWARE & HARDWARE? 
| as 

se JOTEM EA 
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a \e 
vow A vaymenis out yout 

Marie tal out wetles OK Onan in sh pment’ 
   

  

  WANTED: A very discreet printer 
capable of stop-and-repeat and 
perforating. Reply to BOX X in 
care of TAP.     Consumertronics Co., 

P.O. Drawer 537, Alamogordo, N.M. 88310 
BE 0 Ssh OR Ay ep Oe SE a EE SE ES es 

How to Live |e 
With Others 
(And LOVE It!) 

You’re getting 

BETTER 
With Age 
Here's @ new book that shows you how 

Avoid the AGING TRAP 
At 30, 50, 70... vy terial onerioser, Pa.o, 

brernrronany Renewed Gerominiageat and Concer Prychaiait 

Or. Oberieder proves that aging is more a 
state of mind than body. @ Leam how love 
teleases Normongs thal increase mind func: 
tloning © how the brain can reactivate and 
heal © how older men are sexier than 

young ones © how loneliness, heipieas- 

Ness and fear can be vanquished from old 
090. Never be afraid of growing old agein! 

66 In this century in which we have 
profonged life 80 remarkably, we need 
Or. Oberteder’ 

  

    

    
, OC new, wise and lucid book to 

help us deal with thia special stage of 
lite. 99 
— Robert M. Butier,5 6 
farmer Director, 
National instdute 

On Aging      
    

        

  

No matter what    The Grour House Hannecox lays 
out the alpha and omega of group living 

you how to @ find a house and house- 
mates @ organize your house @ cope 

with the nitty gritty: money, food, sex, 
the law @ find group houses for seniors 

      

        

  

  

    
  

66, a godeend. This invaluable and 

innovative guide will tell you everything 

YOu need to knOw.99 Nw Agr magasine r------- MAIL TODAY ------- 1 66 Packed... .with sensible information + © YES same coment onlivine peaceably ina group house.29 Aroib ging Tap @ 41198 + 1 S0petagn wd 

~uee” MAIL TODAY- {DC manson come tam ‘ 
CO YES werdme____copiesof ' 0 mycheck for Isenclosed. ! 
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On the 20th 
Anniversary of 
Silent Spring there is 
nothing to celebrate 

but 
this 
book. 

   

   
   

  

“20 po. photos. 
DID} iograpny. 

Lewis Regenstein [Rarely 
aS herccover 

A titist.tts Paine by respected 
environmentalist Lewis Regenstein 

documents in vid detail, how tone 
chemicals are literally killing and disa 
bling millions of Americans and con- 
tamineting our environment, sometimes 
permanently 

ha document of overpowering per- 
Suasiveness. Not since Rachel Carson 
elerted the nation to threats to the en- 
vironment has anyone supplied such 
Grametic end crushing ewdence 9 

Harman Conny 
Regenstein's proposal for cutting pest 
icides would actually allow us to gow 
more food, more cheaply. Solutions are 
Offered for every dangerous toxic situa- 
tion we face. 

bn ever @ book Can stir anger into 
BCtiON, thes is it ” tes there 

Read this important book now while there 
fa still time to do something ebout this 
trogedy of unprecedented proportions.   fH —-==— MAIL TODAY --—-   
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rs 
Why do pecple 
sink whaling ships, 
release dolphins, 
boycott veal...? 

Haven't you ever wondered 
whether we really need to ex- 

ploit animals and nature tre 

way we do! 

A movement is being built to 
challenge these forms ct ex- 
ploitation and the cultural at- 
titudes that go with them, 
Nature alienation and an- 
thropocentricism wound our 
society; the heaiing requires 
political action 

Read about it in AGENDA, the 
independent, bi-monthly 
Newsmagazine of the rapidly 
growing animal rights/liberation 
movement. AGENDA’S 25 con. 
tributing editors—activists trom 
all over the United States, 
Canada, England and Australia — 
keep you in touch with the ac. 
tion for improved relations with 
the rest of the planet 

= Here's $15 
for one year. 

Send AGENDA 

C Here's $2. Send a samne 
AGENDA, 

Name 

Address 

City 

State/Zip 

  

Mail check and coupon to 

Animal Rights Network 
Box $234/Westport, CT 06881         

| 

| 
|


